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THANK YOU!
 TO ALL OUR SPONSORS,
 VOLUNTEERS + ARTISTS!

SABOR DIVINO · UPPER CRUST CAFE & CATERERS 
CREDO · CHIANTI CAFE · DADEO

SAVE-ON FOODS 109 STREET & JASPER

hip hop •�  preview

The Citizen’s Station

in somalia, the radio is the 
source of truth —  songs  
and broadcasts serve the 
citizens with  anything 
but mere entertainment

k’naan 

With Shad 

Edmonton Event Centre (WEM) 

Tuesday, Sept. 28, 7 p.m. 

Tickets:  $35 plus service charges at Ticketmaster 

By kyle mullin
Static can snap like gunfire across 
the Somali airwaves. Even the slight-
est broadcast disruption can be 
deadly in K’Naan’s homeland, be-
cause the people aren’t merely trying 
to soak up musical inspiration from 
their speakers — they need to hear 
every word of the news bulletins de-
tailing which parts of town are now 
hazardous war zones. So when rifle 
toting al-Shabab and Hizbul Islam 
extremists seized control of broad-
casters like Horn Afrik and GBC last 
weekend in the nation’s capital of 
Mogadishu, where K’Naan grew up, 
the militants in essence severed the 
people’s last lifeline.

“It’s the only way people know if 
the world is at all thinking of them, 
or if they are left to the tragedy that 
they live,” the rapper, refugee, and 
rhythmic World Cup ambassador  
says of the crucial role radio plays in 
the city he was raised in. “It’s a very 
sad thing when those radio stations 
are attacked. Horn Afrik is a brave 
institution that has been destroyed 
and rebuilt for many years now over 
and over again.”

Those societal wounds were only 
further aggravated by the extremists’ 
decision to muzzle the area’s artists 
by banning music entirely from the 
radio. As a songwriter, that is blas-
phemy for K’Naan. Yet, coming from 
Somalia he understands the move 

completely because just like the sta-
tions that carry those melodies, his 
people’s songs are much more than 
they seem. 

“It’s not as emotional as it seems ... 
[banning music from radio stations 
is] more of a political move than 
anything else, because for a long time 
poets and songwriters in my country 
have used their words to create a po-
litical reality,” he says of the clout 
Somali artists carry. “(That’s) always 
dangerous for groups that don’t have 
the best intentions of the people at 
hand.  I can actually see why al-Sha-
bab would [ban music] because in 
Somalia songs are that important.”

That’s the root of K’Naan’s vivid 
social conscience — from the detail-
ing of Mogadishu’s illiterate street 
smarts in his song ABC’s, to the 
simple joy of wiring money to his 
family in the narrative 15 Minutes 
Away, to his pining for a better life 
in Wavin’ Flag. The heft of his lyr-
ics isn’t meant to sell records or net 
fans, it’s the very heart of the Somali 
tradition he was raised in.

“Entertainment is probably the 
least of what it is,” he says of a poet’s 
role in his homeland’s eyes. “It’s what 
we look to inform what we think. It’s 
how we form our arguments and de-
bates. It’s kind of like the religious 
texts, we use it for verification of the 
truth.”

But as his neighbourhood turned 
into the frontlines of an aimless cru-
sade, K’Naan took refuge in the rap 
records his father, who had left years 
prior, mailed him. He’d crank the 
volume to block out nearby gunshots 
with clichéd gangsta mantras, bob-
bing his wiry frame to the polished 
beats and mouthing the rhymes of a 
strange new tongue.

And he had no idea that simple 
teenage escapism would one day in-
spire his own songs like “People Like 
Me,” where he wrote, ‘I liked Ameri-

can rap lines, but didn’t understand 
one rhyme.’

“It was humorous to me,” he says 
of how those rap songs morphed 
once he gained a better grasp of 
English, after his family fled the tur-
moil of Somalia in favour of Toronto 
when he was 13.

“We have a very different concept 
of songwriting in my country, mu-
sic that’s beyond the language of 
the everyday while rap talks in the 
language of the day to day ... But in 
Somalia, the most violent rap song 
is (like) every child’s life, so it’s not 
romantic at all.”

But K’Naan insists that senti-
ment doesn’t make him a hypocrite 
on songs like T.I.A. (This Is Africa) 
—  the video of which features brief 
montages of AK-47s and closes with 
a launched rocket.

“I write my life. Wavin’ Flag is a 
song out of a war, it’s not a happy 
song nor is Take a Minute,” he says 
before reciting the latter tune’s line, 
‘It hurt to see you bleed, but as soon 
as you came out the hospital you 
gave me sweets.’

“That’s me talking to my mom as 
she was bleeding from her head,” he 
says of Take A Minute’s most grip-
ping moment. “It sounds like a beau-
tiful peace song, but it’s coming from 
a tragic circumstance. It’s honest to 
embrace everything in its entirety, it 
would be pretty fake if I pretended 
to be some kind of a holy figure who 
has not been himself affected by 
these conditions. So how can I come 
from a place like I come from and 
not write T.I.A.?” 

That’s why he insists his message 
of hope should not be confused with 
benevolence.

“Inspiration is different than 
(that),” he says. “It’s because I’ve 
had those experiences and because I 
embrace them and write about them 
that I can offer inspiration.”
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